
Speed Map – Goodwood Cup Day (01/08/2023)
(Information as at 1 Aug, 12noon )

Disclaimer:
The above content and information are the personal views and/or opinions of each individual writer and do not represent the views of The Hong Kong Jockey Club and/or its subsidiaries (together, the "HKJC"). The content and information are provided by the writers solely for entertainment purpose only, and should not 
be construed as a suggestion for anyone to place any bet nor should they be taken and/or relied upon as advice of any kind. The above content and information have not been verified, confirmed and/or endorsed by HKJC and HKJC shall not be liable to any person for any loss or damage suffered by such person as a 
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Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 8:40pm (GB Time: 1:40pm)

S1-1 | 4yo+ 86-105 Handicap | Turf | 1000M (Straight)

Likely Positions After Settling

They will be spread across the course in this sprint. BEDFORD FLYER and DESIGNER both drawn in the middle look like contesting the lead with VINTAGE 

CLARETS and ALLIGATOR ALLEY also to the fore. There isn’t much pace among those drawn low. Many of the fancied horses will challenge from midfield, 

RAASEL and NAVELLO both like to adopt those tactics. EXISTENT tends to miss the break and it will be surprising if he isn’t in rear.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

S1-2 | 2yo Maiden | Turf | 1200M (Straight)

Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 9:15pm (GB Time: 2:15pm)

Charlie Johnston horses often make the pace and UNION ISLAND knew his job and tried to make all on his only start. ARRAY was also prominent on debut and 

shouldn’t be far off the pace. The other runners with experience should, in the main, be close to the pace with a number of debutants likely to be slow away and be in 

rear.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 9:50pm (GB Time: 2:50pm)

S1-3 | 4yo+ Handicap | Turf | 1982M

CAIUS CHORISTER is a confirmed front-runner and down in distance looks likely to try to make this a proper test of stamina. PRIDE OF AMERICA can go off very 

fast, but settled for being prominent last time. LORD PROTECTOR ran well racing up with the pace on his latest start and will probably also be near the front. 

MILLEBOSC has been held up in rear in his two UK starts and similar tactics and a strong late run look likely again.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 10:25pm (GB Time: 3:25pm)

S1-4 | Vintage Stakes  | Turf | 1409M

SOLDIER’S GOLD is up in distance, but has gone from the front in his races and has looked to want further so may stick with that approach. SPANISH PHOENIX 

possibly went too fast in front up to 1400m last time, he may settle in behind the leader. Of the whole field only GOLDEN MIND has tended to be held up in his races 

though MOUNTAIN BEAR is up in distance and may be ridden to stay.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 11:00pm (GB Time: 4:00pm)

S1-5 | World Pool Lennox Stakes | Turf | 1409M

AUDIENCE made all successfully last time and seems very likely to make the running here. MARBAAN should track him with INDESTRUCTIBLE, who led in France 

last time, prominent. ISSAC SHELBY seems likely to sit behind them. KINROSS normally races in midfield and should make a bold late challenge. 

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 01/08/2023 | 11:35pm (GB Time: 4:35pm)

S1-6 | Goodwood Cup| Turf | 3208M

QUICKTHORN has had plenty of success making the running and seems the likely pacesetter. TASHKAN went from the front last time and may track him. BROOME 

has also raced to the fore on numerous occasions though this distance does test his stamina. COLTRANE and COURAGE MON AMI will be held up for a run and 

ELDAR ELDAROV is very likely to settle in rear and try to swoop late.

Pace : AVERAGE
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 02/08/2023 | 12:05am (GB Time: 5:05pm)

S1-7 | 3yo+ Fillies & Mares 76-95 Handicap | Turf | 1609M

This will be a cavalry charge with the field possibly splitting into two groups. PEACE OF MINE should lead the far side pack with STORMY SEA in close attendance. ESPRESSOO can also race near the pace. 

On the stands’ side BELHAVEN and ZOUZANNA should be towards the front with CHOISYA. NOVUS has come from off  the pace in two of her last three starts.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 02/08/2023 | 12:35am (GB Time: 5:35pm)

S1-8 | World Pool Fillies Handicap | Turf | 1200M (Straight) Pace : FAST

SOPHIA’S STARLIGHT should contest the early pace with KITAI and GLORIOUS ANGEL. BONNY ANGEL and CANDLE OF HOPE have also been near the front 

in recent starts as has ELVENIA. MOTTISFORT and GRANARY QUEEN will both attempt to make late charges.


